INTRODUCTION
Reactions of free atoms and radicals in the gas phase have attracted numerous investigators during this century mainly for two reasons:
Such reactions are among the simplest of chemical processes. They offer favorable conditions for a quantitative theoretical treatment and demonstrate many properties typical of neutral particle reactions. These properties include not only the classical Arrhenius parameters, but also information about the "activated complex" and the "rearrangement" of the reactants during the reactive process, the probabilities of various reaction pathways, the distribution of the reaction energy over the products, and the influence of specific excitation of the reacting particles.
On the other hand, the practical use of the fast reactions of atoms and free radicals in combustion processes is one of the oldest of our chemical techniques. Since the classical investigations of Bodenstein and Nernst 2 it has been well known that even the simple combustion of hydrogen does not actually take place in the form given by the stoichiometric relation. Instead, the reaction proceeds through a set of atom and radical reactions. In recent years it has become increasingly clear that the rapid expansion of the use of combustion processes has reached the point that the natural atmosphere is being considerably affected. A thorough knowledge of the elementary steps taking place in explosion and combustion processes is therefore clearly needed. Furthermore, the reactions of free atoms and radicals also play an important part in many photochemically and radiation-initiated processes such as occur inthe lower and the upper atmosphere, in chemical lasers, and in many industrial applications.
The experimental possibilities for studying the dynamics of elementary gas phase reactions in microscopic detail have expanded dramatically in recent years as a result of the development of various laser sources. The tunability, polarization, monochromaticity, collimation, coherence and short pulse duration of laser light in a wide spectral range can be used to obtain microscopic information on the molecular course of Raman-scattering, the backward beam displayed a more homogeneous intensity distribution over the beam cross section and a smaller divergence than the forward scattered beam. Both agreement with measurements using LIF-Spectroscopy in the VUV spectral region for H2 detection. 6 The rotational energy transfer rates of H2 (v 1) molecules are about an order magnitude higher than similar rates in the vibrational ground state measured by ultrasonic sound velocity dispersion 7 and in crossed molecular beam experiments. 8 Theoretical calculations using ab initio potential energy surfaces show, however, a significant increase of the rotational energy transfer rates in H2-He collisions if one compares H2 (v 0) and H2 (v 1) molecules.
In a similar way the vibrational energy transfer from H2 (v 1) molecules can be studied. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the HD P(H2) 26 16 A theoretical model to explain the effective energy transfer in collisions involving P-state atoms as a result of electronically nonadiabatic curve crossing was given by Nikitin and Umanski. 17 As shown in Figure 8, On the other hand the reaction between a hydrogen atom and a hydrogen molecule provides the simplest system which has been studied now theoretically for more than half a century. 2 As shown in A CARS detection system provides an ideal method for monitoring directly reactants and products in the D + H2 (v 1) reaction. The reaction is followed in a discharge flow system, where the atoms and H2 (v 1) molecules were generated by microwave discharges. 21 As tal results obtained so far indicate about equal importance of inelastic and reactive channels as well as a predominance of adiabatic over non-adiabatic reactive channels. As shown in Figure 12 , these experimental results are in good agreement with the predictions of quasiclassical trajectory, 22 atoms with CARS and REMPI detection of the reaction products 26 or molecular beam scattering studies 27 sampling also regimes of higher energy at the potential energy surface. As shown in Figure 12 pronounced quantum effects are expected at lower temperatures. 28 formation by laser photolysis with time-, state-and orientationresolved product detection with laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy. The apparatus is shown in Figure 14 . Two antiparallel laser beams are directed coaxially through a flow reactor equipped with a baffle system to reduce the scattered light from the laser photolysis pulse and from the dye laser analysis pulse. The dye laser operates with Rodamine 640 and a frequency doubling KDP crystal to generate a pulse in the 306-311 nm region to probe OH radicals by laser induced fluorescence. Fluorescence light is then detected as a function of the dye laser wavelength through emission optics and a filter transmitting between 240 and 390 nm and by a photomultiplier. Figure 15 gives few examples of the OH nascent rotational state distributions at different collision energies. 3 The major part of the relative translational energy of the reactants is converted into rotational energy of the product OH in agreement with the results of quasi-classical trajectory calculations. 31 The observed rotational energy distributions give interesting microscopic details on the molecular dynamics of these elementary steps. Spin-orbit and orbital-rotation interactions in the OH radical cause fine structure splittings for each rotational level. Each of these fine structure levels can be probed by different rotational subbands. The equally populated. However, as shown in Figure 17a, is found. 34 The theoretical reactive cross-section obtained under these 31 35 conditions by quasi-classical trajectory calculations on the Meiius- 
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